Swiss Selection Edinburgh
31 July–25 August at Summerhall

Daniel Hellmann’s Traumboy
Mats Staub’s 21: Memories of Growing Up

prohelvetia.ch/edinburgh
#prohelvetia_edinburgh

Anne Welenc’s Traumgirl
Mercimax’s 8:8

Swiss Selection Edinburgh, Daniel Hellmann and Anne Welenc present:

Traumboy / Traumgirl
Two shows. Two different genders. Two
takes on sex work. Featuring humour,
audience interaction, and x-rated
storytelling, in this duo of solo works,
artists Daniel Hellmann and Anne Welenc
strip down the truth about the world’s
oldest profession.
Daniel is an artist. He’s also a sex worker.
Through accounts of his clients and their
desires, Traumboy explores why having
sex for money is still considered taboo,
encouraging the audience to scrutinise
their own sexual ideals. Meanwhile Anne
becomes Kim: actress, bartender and sex
worker. Created in response to Traumboy,
Traumgirl explores what a woman reveals
about herself, and who pays the price. Watch
one show in isolation or return to see sex
work explored through the lens of a different
gender. Where do your boundaries lie?

“Whatever you believe about
prostitution, prepare to have
your assumptions challenged…
[Hellmann] is forthright about the
myriad roles he plays, positioning
his audiences as voyeurs, daring
them to look honestly at their own
sexual fantasies.”
San Fransisco Chronicle

Two solo shows

Summerhall
Old Lab (Venue 26)
31 July–25 Aug 2019
(not 1 & 19)
8.10pm
Traumgirl will be performed
on odd dates, Traumboy will
be performed on even dates

Scottish
Premiere
World
Premiere

Running time: 75 mins
Suitable for adults only
Preview 31 July & 2 Aug: £5
3–25 Aug: £12 (£10 concs)
£20 for both shows when
booked together (through
Summerhall (£18 concs)

Traumboy created and
performed by Daniel Hellman
Traumgirl created and
performed by Anne Welenc
#Traumboy #Traumgirl
Daniel Hellmann’s performance
work has previously been
chosen for Swiss Selection
Avignon and Swiss Dance Days,
and his show Requiem For A
Piece Of Meat won the June
Johnson Dance Prize.
Performance artist Anne
Welenc is part of the Hexenberg
Ensemble Berlin, with recent
residencies at Tanzhaus Zürich,
Iceland NES and Sasso.
Photo: Patrick Mattraux

Swiss Selection Edinburgh and Mats Staub present:

21: Memories of Growing Up
Partying? Studying? On holiday? In
hospital? Where were you when you
turned 21?
From Serbia to South Africa, from young
lovers to Hitler Youths, Mats Staub has
travelled the world to interview more than
two hundred people about their experience
of coming of age. Three months later, they
were asked to listen back to themselves
telling their story. In this internationally
acclaimed video installation, specially
curated for Edinburgh and featuring new
interviews with Scottish people, Staub
brings together eighty of these video
portraits, creating an ambitious tapestry
of voices from across the globe. 21 offers
an insight not just into the experiences of
becoming an adult, but in how we deflect,
joke and make light of our memories in the
telling. With warmth, humour and poignancy,
this is an urgent reminder that we have
more in common than sets us apart.

“[I spent] four hours flicking
through the faces… it’s addictive,
and I could have spent four more”
Guardian

UK
Premiere

Summerhall
Lower Café Gallery
2–25 Aug 2019
(not 1 & 19)
10.00, 12.00, 14.00, 16.00
A ticket allows entry
for two hours from the
stated admission time.
Recommended time in
installation: 75 Minutes
(full length of all videos 8hrs+.
Subject to availability and
venue discretion, audiences
may extend their visit or
return later on the same day.)
Suitable for ages 12+
2–25 Aug: £8

#MatsStaub21

Mats Staub is an interdisciplinary
digital artist living and working in
Zurich and Berlin. 21: Memories
of Growing Up has been seen
around the world, including
Switzerland, Australia, South
Africa and Germany. Past work
includes Ten Important Events In
My Life, My Other Life and Death
and Birth In My Life.
Photo: Jörg Baumann

Swiss Selection Edinburgh and Mercimax present:

8:8

Eight performers come face-to-face with
eight audience members. But who is
watching who? And how do you know who
you can trust?
Created with and performed by people
from the local Edinburgh community, 8:8 is
a short, deceptively simple choreography
responding to the decision of Swiss voters
to approve automatic expulsion for foreign
individuals convicted of crimes. Inspired by
the words of the Head of the Department
for Juvenile Attorneyship for the City of
Zurich, who said: ‘the more you get to know
about a person and their background, the
harder it is to condemn them’, 8:8 features
shared stories and whispered secrets, tales
of formative moments and moments of
immorality. In an unsettling examination of
how long it takes for us to form judgements
and suspicions, Mercimax plays with truths
and untruths, asking audiences to confront
their own prejudices.

“The Zurich theatre collective
Mercimax presents a sophisticated
play of truth and deception,
appearance and reality”
Kulturkritik

UK
Premiere
Summerhall
Former Women’s
Locker Room
31 July–25 Aug 2019
(not 1, 5, 12 & 19)
Various times:
18.30, 19.15 Tue–Fri
16.30, 17.15, 18.30,
19.15 Sat & Sun
Running time: 25 Minutes
Suitable for ages 16+
3–25 Aug: £8

Created by Karin Arnold
& Jessica Huber
with the performers
#Mercimax88

Mercimax is a theatre and
performance collective based
in Zurich who collaborate with
a diverse group of people,
frequently outside of theatre
spaces. Experimenting with
the audience perspective, they
often integrate spectators.
Mercimax was awarded
Kulturelle Auszeichnung of
the City of Zürich for the
Gegenüberstellungs-Series, of
which 8:8 is part.

Photo: (Top row) Nelly Rodriguez
(Bottom row clockwise) Mischa Robert,
Nelly Rodriguez, Mischa Robert

Featuring autofictional work, video installation
and intimate dance, Swiss Selection Edinburgh
arrives at the fringe, presenting some of the
most innovative and exciting work being
created in Switzerland today. The selected
artists are unafraid to provoke debate and
discuss issues of urgent relevance, addressing
topics as diverse as the ethics of sex work and
the treatment of migrants. With backgrounds
creating outstanding work acclaimed by critics
and audiences throughout continental Europe
and further afield, all are presenting work at the
Edinburgh Fringe for the first time, and most are
brand new to UK stages.
Swiss Selection Edinburgh is a programme
by the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia. As
the Swiss Confederation’s cultural promotion
institution, Pro Helvetia supports projects of
national interest with a focus on diversity and
high quality.

Traumboy
A production by 3art3
in coproduction with
Gessnerallee Zürich and
Festspiele Zürich
With the support of
Fachstelle Kultur
Kanton Zürich, Migros
Kulturprozent, Nestlé
Fondation pour l’Art,
Pro Helvetia, Schweizer
Tanzarchiv - Preis für
Videodokumentation, Stadt
Zürich Kultur, wpZimmer
Antwerpen

Traumgirl
A production by 3art3 in
coproduction with Tanzhaus
Zürich and Schlachthaus
Theater Bern
With the support of Ernst
Göhner Stiftung, Fachstelle
Kultur Kanton Zürich,
Pro Helvetia, Migros
Kulturprozent, Stadt Zürich
Kultur, SIS Schweizerische
Interpretenstiftung, Xenia –
Fachstelle Sexarbeit

Venue: 26
Summerhall
1 Summerhall Edinburgh
EH9 1PL
Summerhall Box Office:
0131 560 1581
Fringe Box Office:
0131 226 0000
festival19.summerhall.co.uk

Pro Helvetia is also supporting
International Institute of Political
Murder / Milo Rau La Reprise
Histoire(s) du theatre (I),
as part of the Edinburgh
International Festival.
www.eif.co.uk | 3-5 August

21: Memories of Growing Up
Co-producers: Künstlerhaus
Mousonturm Frankfurt,
Festival Theaterformen
Hannover, Kunstfest
Weimar, Kaserne Basel,
Wiener Festwochen,
Noorderzon Festival
Groningen, Adelaide
Festival, Théâtre Vidy
Lausanne, Centre d’Art
Waza Lubumbashi,
Festival Belluard Bollwerk
International Fribourg
With support from: Pro
Helvetia, Ernst Göhner
Stiftung, Kanton Zürich
Fachstelle Kultur, Migros
Kulturprozent, Stadt Zürich
Kultur

8:8
With the support of Ernst
Göhner Stiftung, Migros
Kulturprozent, Pro Helvetia,
Stanley Thomas Johnson
Foundation

